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Abstract

The notion of strong equivalence on logic programs with answer set semantics gives rise to a conse-
quence relation on logic program rules, called SE-consequence. We present a sound and complete
set of inference rules for SE-consequence on disjunctive logic programs.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been much research on various notions of equivalence between two logic
programs. In particular, the notion of strong equivalence of logic programs with answer set se-
mantics (Lifschitz, Pearce, & Valverde, 2001; Turner, 2001, 2003; Cabalar, 2002; Lin, 2002) has
received much attention. We say that two logic programs P and Q are strongly equivalent iff for
any set of rules R, P ∪R and Q ∪R have the same answer sets.

Recent work in this area (Eiter, Fink, Tompits, & Woltran, 2004; Turner, 2003; Osorio, Navarro,
& Arrazola, 2001) has focused on the simplification of logic programs under strong equivalence.
This has resulted in a number of logic program transformation rules which preserve strong equiv-
alence. In these transformations, logic program rules are identified which can be removed while
maintaining strong equivalence with the original program.

In this paper we look at a different but related aspect of strong equivalence. The notion of
strong equivalence on logic programs gives rise to a consequence relation |=s on logic program
rules, called SE-consequence (Eiter et al., 2004), which can be defined by saying that a rule r is
a consequence of a logic program P iff P and P ∪ r are strongly equivalent1. This consequence
relation is useful in testing for strong equivalence, as well as in identifying redundant rules for logic
program simplification.

In this paper, we present a set of inference rules on logic program rules and show that they
are sound and complete for SE-consequence. Our set of inference rules consists of adaptations of
several well-known logic program simplification rules, together with a new rule which we call S-
HYP. The main contribution of this paper is the new inference rule S-HYP and a completeness result.
The completeness proof makes use of the construction used in the reduction of strong equivalence
testing to classical logic by Lin (2002), and applies to it a restricted form of resolution called lock
resolution by Boyer (1971).

1. Eiter et al. (2004) uses a different definition of SE-consequence based on Turner’s SE-models (Turner, 2001, 2003).
The equivalence of the two definitions is proved in Section 3.
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2. Definitions

We deal with propositional disjunctive logic programs with negation-as-failure, where each rule is
of the form

a1; a2; · · · ; ak ← b1, b2, · · · , bm, not c1, not c2, · · · , not cn.

where a1, · · · , ak, b1, · · · , bm and c1, · · · , cn are from a set A of atoms, We assume that the set
of atoms A is fixed. Given a rule r in this form, we denote H(r) = {a1, · · · , ak} (head of r),
B+(r) = {b1, · · · , bm} (positive part of r), and B−(r) = {c1, · · · , cn} (negative part of r).

We ignore the order of atoms within a rule; therefore, a rule can be considered as a triple of atom
sets. As an abbreviation, when we include atom sets in a rule, it means that the atoms in the set are
in the corresponding part of the rule. In particular, if X = {x1, · · · , xk}, then not X in the body
of a rule is an abbreviation for not x1, · · · , not xk. Applied to the rule r from above, if A = H(r),
B = B+(r) and C = B−(r), then the rule can be abbreviated as

A← B,not C.

For a set X of atoms and a logic program P , we use the notation X |= P to mean that X is a model
of P in the classical sense: For each r ∈ P , if B+(r) ⊆ X and B−(r) ∩X = ∅, then H(r) ∩X is
non-empty. We say that X is a minimal model of P if X is minimal by set inclusion among all the
models of P , i.e. X |= P and there is no X ′ such that X ′ ⊂ X and X ′ |= P .

The Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct (1988) PX of a program P with respect to a set of atoms X is
defined by PX = {H(r)← B+(r) | r ∈ P and X ∩B−(r) = ∅}. We say that X is an answer set
of P if X is a minimal model of PX .

3. Strong Equivalence

The notion of strong equivalence (Lifschitz et al., 2001) describes the property that two programs
remain equivalent regardless of what additional rules are added, and is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Logic programs P and Q are strongly equivalent, iff for all sets R of rules, the
programs P ∪R and Q ∪R have the same answer sets.

Lifschitz et al. (2001) showed that strong equivalence can be reduced to equivalence in the logic
of here-and-there. Based on this result, Turner (2003) gave the following definition of SE-models,
which characterises strong equivalence in the sense that two programs are strongly equivalent iff
they have the same SE-models:

Definition 2. Let P be a logic program, and let X,Y ⊆ A be sets of atoms. We say the pair (X,Y )
is a SE-model of P , written (X,Y ) |= P , if X ⊆ Y , Y |= P and X |= P Y . For a set M of
SE-models, we write M |= P to mean (X,Y ) |= P for all (X,Y ) ∈ M . Let Ms(P ) denote the set
of all SE-models of P .

SE-models have the property that a pair (X,Y ) is a SE-model of P iff it is a SE-model of every rule
r ∈ P . This implies Ms(P ∪Q) = Ms(P ) ∩Ms(Q).

The notion of strong equivalence gives rise to a consequence relation on logic program rules,
called SE-consequence and denoted by |=s. SE-consequence is defined by:
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Definition 3. Let P,Q be logic programs, and r be a logic program rule. We say P |=s r iff
Ms(P ) |= r, i.e. every (X,Y ) ∈ Ms(P ) is a SE-model of r. Furthermore, we write P |=s Q iff
P |=s r for every r ∈ Q.

There is an equivalent definition of SE-consequence which does not make use of SE-models:

Proposition 1. Let P be a logic program and r be a logic program rule. Then P |=s r iff P and
P ∪ {r} are strongly equivalent.

Proof. P and P ∪{r} are strongly equivalent iff Ms(P ) = Ms(P ∪{r}) (= Ms(P )∩Ms(r)). This
holds iff Ms(P ) ⊆ Ms(r), i.e. every (X,Y ) ∈ Ms(P ) is a SE-model of r.

The relation |=s has the properties of a consequence relation:

Proposition 2. Let P,Q be logic programs, and r be a logic program rule.

• If r ∈ P , then P |=s r

• If P ⊆ Q and P |=s r then Q |=s r

• If P |=s r and Q |=s P then Q |=s r

The proofs follow easily from the fact that P |=s Q iff Ms(P ) ⊆ Ms(Q).
There exist binary resolution-style calculi for the logic of here-and-there (also known as Gödel’s

3-valued logic). However, Example 1 suggests that this cannot be applied to SE-consequence, seem-
ingly because it takes one outside the logic fragment corresponding to disjunctive logic programs.
This is supported by the fact that the construction in Section 6.1 may produce clauses which do not
correspond to logic program rules. This is currently being investigated.

4. Inference Rules for Strong Equivalence

The consequence relation `s is defined by the following rules of inference:

(TAUT)
x← x.

(CONTRA)
← x, not x.

(NONMIN)
A← B,not C.

A;X ← B, Y, not C, not Z.

(WGPPE)
A1 ← B1, x, not C1. A2;x← B2, not C2.

A1;A2 ← B1, B2, not C1, not C2.

(S-HYP)

A1 ← B1, not x1, not C1.
...

An ← Bn, not xn, not Cn.
A← x1, · · · , xn, not C.

A1; · · · ;An ← B1, · · · , Bn, not C1, · · · , not Cn, not A, not C.
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Many of these rules are well-known: tautological rules (TAUT), contradiction (CONTRA), non-
minimal rules (NONMIN), and weak partial evaluation (WGPPE) (also called partial deduction,
Sakama & Seki, 1997). These have been shown to be strong equivalence preserving (Brass & Dix,
1999; Osorio et al., 2001; Eiter et al., 2004). The new rule S-HYP can be thought of as a form of
hyper-resolution. To our knowledge it has not been considered before in the literature.

Instead of S-HYP, one might expect a more general rule S-HYP+ which allows additional posi-
tive atoms B in the final rule:

(S-HYP+)

A1 ← B1, not x1, not C1.
...

An ← Bn, not xn, not Cn.
A← x1, · · · , xn, B, not C.

A1; · · · ;An ← B,B1, · · · , Bn, not C1, · · · , not Cn, not A, not C.

However, it can be shown that replacing S-HYP with S-HYP+ does not change the consequence
relation:

Proposition 3. Let ` be a consequence relation satisfying CONTRA. Then S-HYP and S-HYP+ are
interchangeable.

Proof. Since S-HYP+ is a more general form of S-HYP, it suffices to show that S-HYP+ can be
simulated using S-HYP and CONTRA. Suppose we have

A1 ← B1, not x1, not C1.
...

An ← Bn, not xn, not Cn.
A← x1, · · · , xn, b1, · · · , bk, not C.

For each bi, CONTRA gives us ← bi, not bi. By using S-HYP on these rules, plus the above, we
get

A1; · · · ;An ← B1, · · · , Bn, b1, · · · , bk, not C1, · · · , not Cn, not A, not C.

This is the result of applying S-HYP+ to our initial set of rules.

Example 1. We now consider the possibility of using only binary inference rules on the logic pro-
gram P :

r1: a← not x.
r2: a← not y.
r3: ← x, y.

The following rule is an SE-consequence of P , and can be derived using S-HYP on r1, r2 and r3:

s: a← .

Now suppose we restrict ourselves to binary inference rules by replacing S-HYP with the binary
variant of S-HYP+. Applying S-HYP+ to r1 and r3 gives:

r4: a← y.
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and then using S-HYP+ on r2 and r4 gives:

t: a← not a.

We observe that t is weaker than s. This suggests that it may not be possible to derive s using only
binary inference rules. However, it is still an open question as to whether n-ary rules are indeed
required.

Observe that the rule CONTRA can be replaced by s-implication (S-IMP) (Wang & Zhou, 2005):

Proposition 4. Let ` be a consequence relation satisfying TAUT and WGPPE. Then CONTRA can
be replaced by the following inference rule:

(S-IMP)
A;X ← B,not C.

A← B,not C, not X.

Proof. (S-IMP⇒ CONTRA) The rule← x, not x. can be formed by applying TAUT followed by
S-IMP.
(CONTRA⇒ S-IMP) Suppose we have the rule

A;x← B,not C.

By applying CONTRA to get← x, not x. followed by WGPPE on these two rules, we get

A← B,not C, not x.

By repeating these steps we can derive new rules by moving any set of atoms from the head to the
negative part of the rule.

We note that S-IMP is a special case of the solution of the 1-1-0 problem of Lin and Chen (2007).
In addition, WGPPE as well as the binary variant of S-HYP+ are contained in the solution to Lin
and Chen’s 2-1-0 problem.

It can be shown that the inference rules presented above are sound and complete for SE-
consequence:

Theorem 1. P |=s r iff P `s r.

Proof (Soundness). Here we prove soundness only for the inference rule S-HYP, as the soundness
of the other rules are already known.

The proof proceeds by contradiction. Assume the rule is not sound. Then there is a program P

A1 ← B1, not x1, not C1.
...

An ← Bn, not xn, not Cn.
A← x1, · · · , xn, not C.

and a rule r
A1; · · · ;An ← B1, · · · , Bn, not C1, · · · , not Cn, not A, not C.
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for which P `s r but P 6|=s r. This means Ms(P ) 6⊆ Ms(r), so P has a SE-model (X,Y ) which is
not a SE-model of r.

(X,Y ) not being a SE-model of r means either Y 6|= r or X 6|= rY . We can exclude the first
case since it is clear that r is a classical consequence of P . Therefore assume X 6|= rY . For each
1 ≤ i ≤ nwe haveAi∩X = ∅,Bi ⊆ X , andCi∩Y = ∅. Furthermore we haveA∩Y = C∩Y = ∅.

But (X,Y ) is a SE-model of P , hence X |= P Y . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have the following
rule in P :

Ai ← Bi, not xi, not Ci.

Since Ai ∩ X = ∅, the body must not hold, or the rule must be eliminated in the reduct. But we
know Bi ⊆ X and Ci ∩Y = ∅. Therefore we must have xi ∈ Y so that the rule is eliminated in the
reduct.

We have A ∩ Y = C ∩ Y = ∅ and x1, · · · , xn ∈ Y , so Y is not a classical model of

A← x1, · · · , xn, not C.

and hence Y 6|= P , which contradicts (X,Y ) being a SE-model of P .

5. Some Background for the Completeness Proof

In this section we introduce two results which will be used in the completeness proof.

5.1 Lin’s Construction

Lin (2002) presented a method of reducing strong equivalence to equivalence in classical logic.
Given a logic program, this construction produces a set of clauses such that two logic programs are
strongly equivalent iff the two sets of clauses are equivalent in classical logic.

Let {x1, · · · , xn} be the set of atoms. In the construction, each atom xi is represented by two
propositional letters xi and x′i. The logic program P consists of a set of rules of the following form:

a1; a2; · · · ; ak ← b1, b2, · · · , bm, not c1, not c2, · · · , not cn.

For each such rule r, we construct two clauses γ(r) and γ′(r):

γ(r) := a1 ∨ · · · ∨ ak ∨ ¬b1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬bm ∨ c′1 ∨ · · · ∨ c′n
γ′(r) := a′1 ∨ · · · ∨ a′k ∨ ¬b′1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬b′m ∨ c′1 ∨ · · · ∨ c′n

Let Γ(P ) := {γ(r) | r ∈ P} and Γ′(P ) := {γ′(r) | r ∈ P}. Furthermore for each atom xi we add
the clause ¬xi ∨ x′i. Let ∆ denote the set of all such clauses. Lin’s result showed that P and Q are
strongly equivalent iff ∧

(Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆) ≡
∧

(Γ(Q) ∪ Γ′(Q) ∪∆)

An immediate corollary of this result is:

Proposition 5. P |=s r iff ∧
(Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆) |= γ(r) ∧ γ′(r)

Observe that given a clause α, we can find a corresponding rule r such that γ(r) = α if and only if
there are no literals of the form ¬x′ in α.
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5.2 Boyer’s Lock Resolution

Resolution is the following inference rule: given two clauses x∨C1 and ¬x∨C2, derive the clause
C1∨C2. We say that x and ¬x are the literals resolved on, and the clause C1∨C2 is the resolvent. It
is well-known that resolution is refutation-complete, that is, if a set of clauses is unsatisfiable, then
the empty clause can be derived using resolution.

Definition 4. A deduction of the clauseC from a set S of clauses is a sequence of clausesC1, · · · , Cn

such that Cn = C and each Ci is either a clause in S or a resolvent of clauses preceding Ci. If such
a deduction exists, we say that C can be derived from S.

Lock resolution is a restricted form of resolution introduced by Boyer (1971). A numeric label is
given to each literal in each clause. Resolution is permitted only on literals with the lowest valued
label in their clause. Note that in a clause there can be more than one literal with the same label:
if there are many literals with the lowest valued label, then resolution on any of them is allowed.
Literals in the resolvent inherit their labels from the parent clauses. If a literal in the resolvent has
two possible labels, the lower value is used. A deduction which follows these restrictions is called
a lock deduction.

Example 2. Consider the following clauses:

C1: a(1) ∨ b(2) C2: ¬a(2) ∨ b(3) C3: ¬b(1) ∨ c(2)

We can resolve C1 and C2 on a(1) and ¬a(2) to form the following clause:

b(2)

Note that b is labelled 2 in C1 and 3 in C2, so the lower value is used. However we cannot resolve
C2 and C3 on b(3) and ¬b(1) since 3 is not the minimum label in C2.

Boyer showed that lock resolution is refutation-complete.

6. The Completeness Proof

Proof of Theorem 1 (Completeness). To prove completeness, we need to show that P |=s r implies
P `s r. We do this by showing the existence of a lock deduction of γ(r′) where r′ is a subset of
r (in the sense that H(r′) ⊆ H(r), B+(r′) ⊆ B+(r), and B−(r′) ⊆ B−(r)) from which we can
construct a deduction of r from P using the inference rules.

6.1 Lock Deduction of γ(r′) from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆

From Proposition 5 we know that γ(r) is a logical consequence of
∧

(Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆). Ideally,
we want a lock deduction of γ(r) from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆. However, this may not be possible as
resolution is only refutation-complete. But in fact we can show that a lock deduction of γ(r′) does
exist for some r′, provided that r does not contain the same atom in its head and positive body. We
do this by first obtaining a lock deduction D′ of the empty clause from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆ and the
negation of γ(r). We then modify this to form the deduction D of γ(r′) from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆,
in such a way that the restrictions of lock deduction are preserved.
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We label the literals in Γ(P )∪Γ′(P )∪∆ with either 1 or 0: if the literal is of the form ¬x′, we
give it the label 0, otherwise we give it the label 1. For example, γ(a← b, not c) becomes

a(1) ∨ ¬b(1) ∨ c′(1)

and γ′(a← b, not c) becomes
a′(1) ∨ ¬b

′
(0) ∨ c

′
(1)

Let r be the rule

a1; a2; · · · ; ak ← b1, b2, · · · , bm, not c1, not c2, · · · , not cn.

Then γ(r) is
a1 ∨ · · · ∨ ak ∨ ¬b1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬bm ∨ c′1 ∨ · · · ∨ c′n

Negating γ(r) gives us the following set of clauses, which we will call N(r):

¬a1, · · · ,¬ak, b1, · · · , bm,¬c′1, · · · ,¬c′n

We label these clauses in the same way as above. Note that γ(r) contain only literals with label
1, while N(r) is a set of single-literal clauses, where some of them may also have label 0. Since
γ(r) is a consequence of

∧
(Γ(P )∪Γ′(P )∪∆), adding the negation of γ(r) makes it unsatisfiable.

Therefore there is a lock deduction D′ of the empty clause from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆ plus N(r).
In the next step, we construct a new lock deduction D which does not contain any clauses from

N(r). Let C ′1, · · · , C ′n be the clauses in D′. We construct inductively the clauses C1, · · · , Cn:

• C ′i is not a resolvent. In this case we set Ci := C ′i. Note that if C ′i is from N(r), it will be
removed in the next step of the construction.

• C ′i is a resolvent of C ′j and C ′k on the literals x and ¬x, where neither C ′j or C ′k is from N(r).
We set Ci to be the resolvent of Cj and Ck on x and ¬x.

• C ′i is a resolvent of C ′j and C ′k, one of which is fromN(r). Without loss of generality, assume
C ′j is from N(r). In this case we set Ci := Ck.

To complete the construction, we remove every Ci which is from N(r) and is not a resolvent. The
remaining clauses form the deduction D. Note that it is not possible for C ′i to be a resolvent of
two clauses from N(r). This is because r does not contain the same atom in both its head and
positive body, and hence N(r) cannot contain a pair of complementary literals. Note also that the
final clause Cn is never removed, since C ′n is the empty clause, which is not in N(r).

Example 3. Suppose P is the program consisting of the single rule

a← b.

and r is the rule
← b, not a.

Then Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆ consists of the clauses

a(1) ∨ ¬b(1) a′(1) ∨ ¬b
′
(0) ¬a(1) ∨ a′(1) ¬b(1) ∨ b′(1)
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γ(r) is ¬b(1) ∨ a′(1) (after labelling). The negation of γ(r), denoted N(r), consists of the clauses

b(1) ¬a′(0)

Here is an example of a lock deduction D′ for the empty clause from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪∆ ∪N(r):

(1) b(1) from N(r)
(2) ¬b(1) ∨ b′(1) from ∆
(3) b′(1) resolvent of (1), (2)
(4) a′(1) ∨ ¬b

′
(0) from Γ′(P )

(5) a′(1) resolvent of (3), (4)
(6) ¬a′(0) from N(r)
(7) ⊥ resolvent of (5), (6)

The construction produces the following sequence of clauses:

(1)∗ b(1)

(2) ¬b(1) ∨ b′(1) from ∆
(3) ¬b(1) ∨ b′(1) from ∆—copy of (2)
(4) a′(1) ∨ ¬b

′
(0) from Γ′(P )

(5) a′(1) ∨ ¬b(1) resolvent of (3), (4)
(6)∗ ¬a′(0)

(7) a′(1) ∨ ¬b(1) resolvent of (3), (4)—copy of (5)

The clauses marked with ∗ are removed, and the resulting deduction D is formed by the remaining
clauses.

By construction, D is a deduction. We need to show that D satisfies the restrictions of lock deduc-
tion. In addition, we show that each clause Ci in D consists of C ′i with zero or more literals from
γ(r) added, i.e. Ci = C ′i ∨ αi where αi is a disjunction of zero or more literals from γ(r). The
proof is by induction.

• C ′i is not a resolvent. In this case Ci is the same as C ′i.

• C ′i is a resolvent of clauses C ′j and C ′k on the literals x and ¬x, with neither being fromN(r).
Then Ci is the resolvent of Cj and Ck on the literals x and ¬x. By induction, Cj = C ′j ∨ αj

and Ck = C ′k ∨ αk. If x does not occur in αj and αk, then Ci = C ′i ∨ αj ∨ αk. Otherwise
Ci = C ′i ∨ αi where αi contains the literals in αj ∨ αk except possibly for x or ¬x. In both
cases, Ci consists of C ′i plus zero or more literals from γ(r).

This resolution step satisfies the restriction of lock deduction because the added literals are all
labelled 1, which is the highest label value that we use. Thus if x has the lowest label value
in C ′j and ¬x in C ′k, the same must hold for x in Cj and ¬x in Ck.

• C ′i is a resolvent of clauses C ′j and C ′k, and C ′j is from N(r). Since each clause in N(r) is
the negation of a literal found in γ(r) (note they might carry different labels), there must be
some literal α in γ(r) such that C ′j = ¬α and C ′k = C ′i ∨ α. The construction of Ci gives us
Ci = Ck, and by induction Ck = C ′k ∨ αk. Therefore Ci = C ′i ∨ α ∨ αk.
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We have shown that D is a lock deduction, and that each clause Ci in D consists of C ′i with zero
or more literals from γ(r) added. Recall that the final clause in D′ is the empty clause. Therefore
the final clause in D is a clause which contains some subset of the literals of γ(r), and hence D is a
lock deduction for some γ(r′) where r′ is a subset of r.

6.2 Existence of a Deduction of r from P

Suppose we have a lock deduction of γ(r) from Γ(P ) ∪ Γ′(P ) ∪ ∆ with the labelling described
above. We prove by induction that P `s r.

BASE CASE

γ(r) is either in Γ(P ) or Γ′(P ) or ∆.

• γ(r) is in Γ(P ). Then r ∈ P , therefore P `s r.

• γ(r) is in Γ′(P ). This means γ(r) = γ′(s) for some s ∈ P . B+(s) must be empty since
there can be no literals of the form ¬x′ in γ(r). Hence we can write s as

a1; · · · ; ak ← not c1, · · ·not cn.

and r is
← not a1, · · · , not ak, not c1, · · ·not cn.

Since `s← ai, not ai, we can “move” atoms from the head to the negative part using WGPPE.
Therefore P `s r.

• γ(r) is in ∆. In this case r is
← x, not x.

for some atom x, and `s r by applying CONTRA.

INDUCTION STEP

γ(r) is the resolvent of clauses α and β. The literal resolved on is either a and ¬a or a′ and ¬a′
for some atom a. Assume without loss of generality that the positive literal is in α and the negative
literal is in β.

• a in α and ¬a in β is the literal resolved on. Since there is no literal of the form ¬x′ in
the resolvent, there cannot be any literal of that form in α or β. Therefore we can find logic
program rules s and t such that α = γ(s) and β = γ(t). The inference rule WGPPE gives us

s, t `s r

and P `s s, t by induction. Therefore P `s r.

• a′ in α and ¬a′ in β is the literal resolved on. Because ¬a′ is in β, there is no logic program
rule t such that β = γ(t). However, we can find a logic program rule s such that α = γ(s),
because of the lock resolution property: a′ is labelled 1 so there can be no literal of the form
¬x′, which is labelled 0, in α.
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If β is a resolvent, then the literal resolved on must be of the form x′ and ¬x′, with ¬a′
being from the parent clause that contains ¬x′. Again, this is because of the lock resolution
property: the presence of ¬a′ in that clause prevents resolution on any literal that is not
labelled 0. Let β2 be the parent clause containing ¬x′, and let α2 be the other parent clause.
Now α2 only contains literals labelled 1, so we can find a logic program rule s2 such that
α2 = γ(s2).

By repeating this, we form a chain of resolventsα1(= α), α2, · · · , αn and β1(= β), β2, · · · , βn.
Each βi is the resolvent of αi+1 and βi+1 on the literal a′i in αi+1 and ¬a′i in βi+1. There is a
logic program rule si corresponding to each αi such that γ(si) = αi.

We extend this chain as far as possible, until βn is not a resolvent. βn contains literals of the
form ¬x′, so it can only come from Γ′(P ). Therefore there is a t ∈ P such that γ′(t) = βn.
Observe that t is the rule

X ← a1, · · · , an, not Y.

for some sets of atoms X,Y . There cannot be additional positive atoms in the body, because
they correspond to literals of the form ¬x′ in βn, and there are no such literals remaining the
result of this chain of resolution steps, which is γ(r).

The inference rule S-HYP gives us

s1, · · · , sn, t `s r

Now P `s s1, · · · , sn by induction, and P `s t because t ∈ P . Therefore P `s r.

6.3 The Final Step

We have shown that if P |=s r, then we can find r′ which is a “subset” of r such that P `s r
′, apart

from some special cases. The final step of the proof is given by applying NONMIN, which allows
us the deduction r′ `s r when r′ is a “subset” of r.

The special case where r contains the same atom in its head and positive body is handled by
observing that r can be produced using the rules TAUT followed by NONMIN, which shows `s r.

Therefore P |=s r implies P `s r.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a sound and complete set of inference rules for SE-consequence on
disjunctive logic programs, consisting of a number of well-known logic program transformation
rules, TAUT, CONTRA, NONMIN, and WGPPE, plus a new rule which we call S-HYP. We proved
that this set of rules is complete for SE-consequence by using a reduction of logic programs to
propositional clauses on which we apply a restricted form of resolution. This result leads to a
syntactic definition of the closure operator for logic programs under strong equivalence. Future work
involves applying this to construct logic program update operators that respect strong equivalence,
as well as finding similar results for other notions of equivalence on logic programs.
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